Stem cell therapy for sequestering neuroinflammation in traumatic brain injury: an update on exosome-targeting to the spleen.
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) manifests with acute and chronic cell death pathways leading to initial impacted injury and subsequent neurodegeneration. In particular, the secondary cell death, plagued by a massive and lingering neuroinflammatory response, contributes significantly to worsening outcomes of the progressive TBI pathology. Fortunately, neuroinflammation also provides an opportunity for therapeutic interventions. Limited treatment options currently exist for the disease, but stem cell-based therapies offer promise in promoting neuroprotection and neuroregeneration by mitigating central neuroinflammation as well as modulating peripheral inflammation via the spleen. Indeed, peripherally administered stem cells preferentially migrate to the spleen when injected after a neurovascular injury, advancing the concept that stem cells are inflammation-homing "biologics" and afford their neuroprotection primarily by abrogating the systemic inflammatory response. Accumulating preclinical evidence has revealed new insights on the systemic inflammation as a pathological culprit, but also arguably as a therapeutic target for stem cell therapies as a treatment for TBI and relevant neurovascular diseases. Here, we provide an update on recent scientific evidence supporting the stem cells' novel mechanism of sequestering the inflammation-mediated secondary cell death that closely accompanies the evolution of TBI pathology.